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Furnished 5 bedroom apartment for rent Eixample

This magnificent furnished 5 bedroom apartment for rent in Eixample Barcelona,
steps away from Paseo de Gracia and has been completely renovated at a high of the
standard of comfort and style with a stunning terrace in the heart of Barcelona.The
apartment has 5 bedrooms and 3 bathrooms and can accommodate up to 10 people.

This studying place offers you a 150 m2 of luxury and style. Its a place designed to relax
and to spend most quiet and calming down time in Catalan Capital.

There are two living room áreas. Both places provide perfect space to relax at the end of
the day. Here you will be able to spend your free time on very comfortable sofá and
unique armchairs. One of them offers you a big flat tv, where you may watch your
favourite movie, and another one is in open space with dining area. In this spot, you will
be able to enjoy your Delicious meals at a beautiful, solid wooden table.

Close by you will find a kitchen. This place is fully equipped with everything you may need
during your stay. Here you will find the highest quality appliances which will help you in
your cooking process. You will find here all the basics like a refrigerator, an induction
stove, an eléctrico oven but also a dishwasher machine and a coffee maker.

All bedrooms are beautifully decorated in a luxury boutique hotel style and have been
decorated paying maximum attention to every single detail with comfortable double beds,
spacious wardrobes and flat screen Plasma TVs, Heating, AC and design furniture in each
of the rooms.

Two of the bathrooms are en-suite and the remaining guests have use of an additional
bathroom in the hallway.

One of the key attractions of this amazing apartment is the 120 m2 Chill out garden on
the rear if the apartment, designed and furnished with the highest quality garden
furniture, perfectly thought to fit into the elegance and charm of this unique place which
can be accessed from the living area. This is the place that for sure you will spend most of
the time and the one that makes this space so unique.

This terrace might be also shared with other guests from our other apartment the Chill Out
Paseo de Gracia II.

There are also two additional en-suite bedrooms at the end of the terrace upon request.

This Furnished 5 bedroom apartment for rent in Eixample is placed a few steps
away from Plaza Catalunya and Las Ramblas, makes it a perfect choice for somebody who
wants to be centrally located.

Despite its central location in one of the liveliest areas of Barcelona surrounded by
designers' boutiques and high-class restaurants and bars, the apartment is very quiet due
to its soundproof walls and windows.

This apartment offers a unique space, perfect for those looking for elegance, luxury and
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exclusivity in Barcelona's' most central high-class neighbourhood.

See more information about this property on our website.
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1. Particulars: Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by Chicroom Barcelona in the particulars or by word of
mouth or in writing ("information") as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Chicroom Barcelona nor any associated agent has any
authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents, seller(s) or
lessor(s). Prior to the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out a
survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. 2. Photos etc: The photographs show only certain parts of the property as they appeared at the time they were
taken. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser. Any computer generated image gives only an indication as
to how the property may look and this may change at any time. 3. Regulations etc: Any reference to alterations to, or use of, any part of the property does not mean that any
necessary planning, building regulations or other consent has been obtained. A buyer or lessee must find out by inspection or in other ways that these matters have been
properly dealt with and that all information is correct. 4. VAT: The VAT position relating to the property may change without notice. 5. Information on the web-site about a
property is liable to be changed at any time.
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